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Market Update – Greece Exposure Levels in Swiss and Lux Funds
Volatility has continued to be a feature of global financial markets in recent weeks, with investors’ concerns centred on the problems in the Greek
economy. There is a real possibility that Greece could leave the euro and, if this were to happen, the implications would be felt across the Eurozone
and beyond.
In light of these concerns, and on demand from various clients, we would like to take this opportunity to provide an update on exposure levels of
Credit Suisse funds to Greece.

Credit Suisse Fund Exposure in % NAV as at 21.05.2012
Fund Name

Greece (Corporate)

Grand Total

Credit Suisse BOND FUND (Lux) HIGH YIELD US$

0.095%

0.095%

Credit Suisse BOND FUND (Lux) INFLATION LINKED (EURO)

0.696%

0.596%

SICAV II (lux) Credit Suisse INFLATION LINKED Bond (EURO)

0.490%

0.490%

CS Bond Fund (CH) Convert International

0.165%

0.165%

Credit Suisse Bond Fund (CH) Dynamic Sfr

0.785%

0.785%
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This document was produced by Credit Suisse AG and/or its affiliates (hereafter “CS") with the greatest of care and to the best of its knowledge and belief. However, CS provides no guarantee with regard to its content and completeness and does not accept any liability
for losses which might arise from making use of this information. The opinions expressed in this document are those of CS at the time of writing and are subject to change at any time without notice. If nothing is indicated to the contrary, all figures are unaudited. This
document is provided for information purposes only and is for the exclusive use of the recipient. It does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell financial instruments or banking services and does not release the recipient from exercising his/her own
judgment. The recipient is in particular recommended to check that the information provided is in line with his/her own circumstances with regard to any legal, regulatory, tax or other consequences, if necessary with the help of a professional advisor. This document may
not be reproduced either in part or in full without the written permission of CS. It is expressly not intended for persons who, due to their nationality or place of residence, are not permitted access to such information under local law. Every investment involves risk, especially
with regard to fluctuations in value and return. It should be noted that historical returns and financial market scenarios are no guarantee of future performance. Investments in foreign currencies involve the additional risk that the foreign currency might lose value against
the investor's reference currency. Historical performance indications and financial market scenarios are no guarantee for current or future performance. Performance indications do not consider commissions levied at subscription and/or redemption. Furthermore, no
guarantee can be given that the performance of the benchmark will be reached or outperformed. Fund management company of the Funds under Swiss law as well as representative of the foreign funds registered for public sale in Switzerland is Credit Suisse Asset
Management Funds AG, Zurich. Custodian Bank of the funds under Swiss law as well as Paying Agent of the foreign funds registered for public sale in Switzerland is Credit Suisse AG, Zurich. Subscriptions are only valid on the basis of the current sales prospectus and
the most recent annual report (or half-yearly report, if this is more recent). The prospectus, the simplified prospectus, the management regulations and the annual and half-yearly reports may be obtained free of charge from Credit Suisse Asset Management Funds AG,
Zurich and from any bank in the Credit Suisse AG in Switzerland.
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